
EnSight+ is a customizable field service management system designed to 

optimize vehicles, personnel, and work orders through enhanced data 

insights. Our approach is proven to reduce costs and increase profitability. 

Improved customer satisfaction, employee safety, and asset protection are 

just some of the transformative benefits ready to drive your field service 

business forward.

OPTIMIZATION THROUGH 
ENHANCED DATA INSIGHTS

Receive real-time alerts when 

a vehicle exceeds the local 

speed limit or leaves the geo-

fenced area that  

you’ve defined.

Drivers receive predictive 

vehicle maintenance alerts 

and customized maintenance 

checklists.

Smart routing algorithms send 

your drivers along the most 

efficient routes and can 

self-adjust based on schedule 

changes throughout the day.

On the Road 
Paired with the desktop application, the EnSight+ mobile app helps  keep 

your technicians working safely and efficiently while traveling.

Dispatch work orders quickly 

and efficiently based on  

geolocation, availability,  

and job priority.

Instantly create, modify,  

and deploy mobile workflow 

updates for your technicians, 

including urgent safety  

information.

Observe vehicle locations  

in real time, including  

assigned drivers.

Track your technicians’ time 

punches and review each job’s 

expense requests  

for approval.

Visualize data through  

customized graphs and  

dashboards.

Generate insightful  

reports directly from  

your computer.

In the Office 
EnSight+ turns your computer into a turbo-charged platform  

for visibility and connectivity.
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The New Standard in Field Service Software.
Deploy rapidly, customize entirely.
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Enable submeter GPS  

and GIS technology so  

technicians can quickly  

locate systems at the job-site.

View and edit customer  

information, including recent 

work order histories.

Create tailor-made workflows 

that require technicians to 

upload multimedia files such as 

images, audio, and video.

In the Field 
EnSight+ helps your technicians find any location in the field and  

complete each job safely and correctly.

Rich in Features
Appointment Scheduling

Asset & Inventory  
Management

Customizable Workflows

Customer Relation  
Management

Quality Assurance Modules

Dashboard Reporting

Predictive Analytics

Robust Security  
& Infrastructure

Time Tracking & Reporting

User/Employee Management

Associate User Skill Sets  
& Certifications

Expense Capture  
& Management

Vehicle Tracking

Fleet Maintenance  
Management 

Intelligent Routing  
& Optimization

Real-Time Dispatching

to learn more about its features 
and functionalities, or to 
request a free demo.

Visit EnSightPlus.com

EnSight+ was developed by  

experienced field service  

personnel to address real world 

operational challenges. Vetted in 

the demanding utility industry, 

EnSight+ can be customized to any 

size fleet, business sector,  

or mobile workforce objective  

to eliminate errors, increase  

productivity, and automate  

data communications. 

Built to be flexible, EnSight+ Field 

Service Software is tailor-fitted to 

each business we service.  

We know the challenges of a 

non-stop field service world can 

vary greatly depending on your 

location, service sector, work 

order demands, fleet size, etc. Our 

system eliminates inefficiencies 

with automated productivity and 

intelligent integration.

We believe maximum efficiency 

can be achieved by streamlining  

your mobile workforce  

enterprise.

Born in the Field 
to Raise 
Productivity


